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This pleasant story we hear today of the Visit to Martha and Mary is famous by us Christian hearers, but we all know it takes a 
sharp turn when Martha, distracted by her many tasks, comes to Jesus, and asks, “Lord, do you not care that my sister has left     
me to do all the work by myself? Tell her then to help me”. 
 
Some who read or hear this story want to cheer for Mary in her disobedience of her traditional role and choosing to listen to Jesus 
instead. Many may also empathize with Martha’s resentment of her sister for leaving her to do all the work. Jesus’ response to 
Martha seems less than empathetic, scolding her for her distraction and worry, and praising Mary for giving him her attention: 
“Martha, Martha, you are worried and distracted by many things; there is need of only one thing; Mary has chosen the better part, 
which will not be taken away from her”. The problem with Martha is not that she is busy serving and providing hospitality. Certainly, 
Jesus commends this kind of service to our neighbors many times, notably in the parable of the Good Samaritan that we heard last 
Sunday. The problem with Martha is not her serving, but rather that she is worried and distracted. The word “distracted” has the 
implication of her being pulled or drawn to something other than his visitation to their home. Martha’s distraction and worry leave no 
room for the most important aspect of hospitality, giving gracious attention to her guest. In fact, she breaks all the rules of hospitality 
by trying to embarrass her sister in front of Jesus, and by asking him to intervene in a family disagreement. She even goes so far as 
to accuse Jesus of not caring about her. You all know how we do? (lol) 
 
In today’s culture of hectic schedules and the persistent pursuit of productivity, we are tempted to measure our worth by how busy 
we are, by how much we accomplish, or by how well we meet the expectations of others. Reading this text today may provide a rich 
opportunity for us to reflect on this social situation we find ourselves in. Many people, even in our OLPH congregation will likely 
identify with Martha. Feeling pulled in different directions, feeling worried and distracted by many things, these seem to be common 
threads of life in our fast-paced world.  
 
And yet, as Jesus says in Luke 12:25, “Can any of you by worrying add a single hour to your span of life?” We know that worrying 
does no good, and that much of what we worry about is not so important in the larger scheme of things, and yet we cannot seem   
to suppress our anxious thoughts and busy activity. It is true that much of our busyness and distraction stems from the best of our 
intentions, as was Martha’s. We want to provide for our families, we want to give our children every opportunity to improve their 
lives, we want to serve our neighbors, and yes, we want to serve the Lord to the best of our ability. Indeed, where would the church 
be without its “Martha’s,” those faithful servants, women, and men, who perform the tasks of hospitality and service so vital to 
making the church a welcoming and well-functioning faith community? Yet if all our activities leave us with no time to be still as 
Mary has chosen to do, in the Lord’s presence and hear God’s word. Like Martha, we are likely to end up anxious and troubled.   
We are likely to end up with a kind of service that is empty of love and joy and is resentful of others who choose to serve faithfully. 
 
Jesus teaches us in this Gospel encounter that Both listening and doing, receiving God’s word, and serving others, are fundamental 
to a good Christian life, just as resting and breathing is important to our health. Yet how often do we forget to breathe in deeply? 
Trying to serve without being nourished by God’s word is like expecting good fruit to grow from a tree that has been lifeless. Luke’s 
story is I think, intentionally left suspended. We do not know what happened next, whether Mary and Martha were reconciled, 
whether they were all able to enjoy the meal that Martha had prepared, whether Martha was finally able to sit and give her full 
attention to Jesus. 
 
We do know that Jesus invites all of us who are worried and distracted by many things to sit and rest in his presence, to hear his 
words of grace and truth, to know that we are loved and valued as children of God, to be renewed in faith and strengthened for 
service. There is need of only one thing: attention to our guest, Jesus. As it turns out, our guest is also our host, with abundant  
gifts to give. As we live in the presence of the Lord, let us also be attentive to his presence in our neighbors. To serve them with 
hospitality and to listen to them with love. 
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